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Daydreaming about the future (Part 1) 
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Let’s just imagine… not to tempt fate… but by 

some constructive daydreaming…. that the EU  

restrictions on South African horse exports are lifted 

in favour of conventional quarantining, and/or that 

several new bilateral agreements have been forged 

on the strength of brand new science and  

enlightened negotiation of South Africa’s position. 

 

While daydreaming however, you are interrupted by 

a trainer who says “Selling our top end yearlings 

overseas (principally to East and South East Asia) 

will cream off the best of our crop and leave us with 

lesser horses to train”. 

 

This might be correct but only if top prices always 

mean top horses. I can think of two fairly recent 3 

and 4 million rand yearlings bought by overseas 

people to race in SA that have run like very ordinary 

horses, one struggling to win a small race and the 

other beaten a couple of times. 

Remember SNAAFI DANCER, the first yearling to 

make US$10 million who was too slow to get out of 

his own way. He never ran other than in secret. He 

added insult to injury by being almost completely 

infertile at stud. The price was surpassed much later 

by THE GREEN MONKEY who made US$16  

million as a breezer. He ran three times  

unsuccessfully. 

 

Bloodstock purists bemoan ―Breeders trying to 

breed yearlings, not racehorses‖. We all understand 

commerciality, but the moral is that good winners 

can come from anywhere, especially from good 

matings. In a very sire-centric market, the best  

yearling is probably not the obvious one. 

Setting aside that perennial conundrum, SA trainers 

should not be overly frantic about people from  

overseas buying ―obvious‖ horses that may or may 

not be a loss to our racecourses. Let the breeders 

count the money and reinvest. Thus will a  

stagnating gene pool be refreshed from at home and 

abroad and the diversity of SA yearlings will be  

enhanced. 

For every buyer who says ―never heard of him‖ 

when looking at a sire or broodmare sire unfamiliar 

to South Africa, there will be more than one other 

studious buyer excited by the enhanced array of 

goodies in the shop window. 

 

The CTS initiatives and those of other mare and 

filly importers (some represented by ourselves) are 

bringing more overseas pedigrees into the system. 

As well as new blood in yearling catalogues, a side 

effect is that UK and other principals racing or 

breeding in South Africa will have greater instant 

recognition of opportunities. 

Of more concern is the fear that SA’s top proven 

horses will move overseas in greater numbers. That 

happens around the world – nowhere more than in 

the UK which relies enormously on second hand 

value. However, the very best do not always get 

sold or if they do, do not always get exported or 

even moved. They get campaigned. If SA is not a 

big enough pool in which such a glorious fish may 

swim, send him or her to swim overseas–  

immediately and easily - but with the same trainer. 

DIY.  (to page 2) 

http://www.turftalk.co.za
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Call AllanBloodlines and set up a reliable SA/UK

(or elsewhere) partner trainer link. Run there in the 

SA trainer’s name, flying the flag, with the option 

to come home to SA or breed then come home to 

SA or for on-sale as a means of reinvesting. 

 

At the opposite end of the scale, certain countries 

could – and would if we have anything to do with it 

– become buyers of lesser horses albeit at low 

prices to add to transport – but buyers. 

 

We ourselves – still daydreaming but planning at 

the same time - will be targeting robust staying 

colts and geldings in SA to go hurdling in UK and 

Ireland. Age is then less critical in terms of  

hemispheres. Recognising the pedigree is less  

important than the form and constitution of the 

horse. This should be a boon to a racing society that 

sadly has few ordinary opportunities at 2000-2400 

metres, the distances of most great races around the 

world. Cheltenham here we come! 

Australians might come to buy the same 

colts here? They compete ferociously for 

them in the UK to run in their cups for 

which they breed few suitable competitors. 

It would make a nice change to see Aussies 

spending money in SA instead of the other 

way around. 

If SA champion filly IN THE FAST LANE had  

succeeded in her three runs in UK, not the opposite, 

we would have been back in IRRIDESCENCE and 

NATIONAL COLOUR territory – two that were 

brilliant in UK. 

In The Fast Lane. 

As it was, IN THE FAST LANE found herself in a 

sale in the UK with not even her consignment  

company understanding her pedigree.  

 

They asked me to value her.  I said 25,000 guineas 

tops in UK but 100,000 guineas in SA i.e.  if South 

Africans come for her.  I was wrong. She made 

150,000 because three SA buyers battled for her, 

maybe four.  So, R3 million–ish at the time. 

You could argue that it was an elaborate way to buy 

another SA filly rather than buy something fresh or 

that it was a brilliant way to buy an SA champion 

filly. Why? Because she could go straight to  

Australia to be covered there with minimal  

quarantine interruption, then have all options open. 

 

The sheer psychological impact of ―opening up‖ is 

not to be underestimated. How many pedigree  

students don’t bother with SA pedigrees ―because 

they can’t be exported‖? Most. How quickly would 

that change? Pretty quickly. 

 

Conversely, those SA agents and journalists who 

know international pedigrees as well as any would 

come even more to the fore. As I wrote last week: 

Everyone needs help.  -tt. 
 

National Colour: A winner in Dubai, second in the Gr1 

Nunthorpe Stakes in the UK and a success at stud  in 

Australia with a stakes winner from her first three foals. 
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Tarry runners doing well ahead of Classics 
 

RACING fans are looking forward to this coming weekend’s Classic 

Day at Turffontein, with the Gr1 SA Classic and the Gr1 Wilgerbosdrift 

SA Fillies Classic topping the bill. 

 

Sean Tarry will saddle the strong favourites in both races. Betting World 

has already priced up for the events and they have Tarry’s Al Sahem at 

even-money to win the Classic and his filly Smiling Blue Eyes at 12-10 

to win the fillies’ equivalent. 

 

With both favourites turning in cracking performances off interrupted 

preps in the respective Guineas a month ago, Turf Talk asked Tarry last 

Friday how their training had gone this time around. 

 

He said: ―There have been no problems, all my runners are doing well. 

Smiling Blue Eyes will enjoy the 1800m but I have to say Safe Harbour 

has made very good progress since the Fillies Guineas, she comes into 

play.‖ 

 

Betting World seems to have an eye on Safe Harbour, too. They have 

priced her up third favourite at 5-1, expecting her to get closer than the 

eight and a half lengths she was beaten in the Guineas. 

 

Tarry offered some re-assurance for supports of his grey filly, saying: 

―Safe Harbour has improved, but of course Smiling Blue Eyes has also 

come on since her win in the Guineas.‖ 

 

He said about the smart Al Sahem: ―I think he will be effective up to 

2000m, so the 1800m of the Classic should be right up his alley.‖ 

Betting World seems to have discarded Guineas winner Janoobi as a  

serious danger— Mike de Kock’s runner is considered to have distance 

limitations and has been priced up at 6-1, but stablemate Heavenly Blue 

has been the subject of some talk ahead of the race .The bookies are  

taking no chances with the imported son or Snitzel and have made him 

an 18-10 shot to land the big race. -  tt. 

Al Sahem, all is well ahead of SA Classic. 

http://www.bettingworld.co.za/
https://klawervlei.co.za/
http://www.klawervlei.co.za/
http://www.kuda.co.za/
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This photo was taken just after the start of Saturday’s Dubai World Cup. Arrogate (pink cap), missed the break and 

starts his journey to the front in some serious kickback. 

Arrogate “not really tired” after gruelling Dubai World Cup 

ARROGATE, Saturday’s sensational Dubai World 

Cup winner, will fly back to California on  

Wednesday with connections planning to target a 

second Breeders Cup Classic at Del Mar on  

November 4. His programme will be tailored  

accordingly.  In the meantime he will have a break 

and it is thought unlikely that he will be out racing 

again before August. 

 

Despite the four-year-old son of Unbridled Song's 

four consecutive jaw-dropping performances,  

Baffert told drf.com that the champion ―wasn't really 

tired after the race‖ on Sunday. 

 

An impressed Phil Smith, the British handicapper, 

said that it would be hard to put up his rating of 134 

on the bare figures of Saturday night’s win. 

 

But as to what he could be rated he said: ―Think of a 

number and double it. Forget the figures, though, 

over-coming adversity is what makes horses great 

and he was up against some hardened dirt horses.  

 

―Frankel did it in the Guineas when he went off so 

fast and in the Champion Stakes when he fell out the 

stalls and had to race on soft ground.‖ - Telegraph. 

Bob Baffert, aged 18. 

ARROGATE’s American Hall Of Fame Trainer Bob  

Baffert (64) started his career as a jockey for $100 a day 

in informal Quarter Horse races on the outskirts of  

Nogales, Arizona. He moved from there to racing at  

legalised tracks, scoring his first victory as a jockey at 

age 17, in 1970. Horsemen in the area recognised Baf-

fert’s potential as a trainer, and by aged 20 he retired as 

a jockey to train privately for selected groups of stables. 

In 1980 he moved to Los Angeles to train on his own and 

has since won, among many other races, six Kentucky 

Derbies, six Breeders’ Cups, six Preakness Stakes, two 

Belmont Stakes and three Dubai World Cups. -  tt. 

http://www.racingassociation.co.za/
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ON the subject of former jockeys—and we’ve 

carried some good stuff on Tony McCoy before 

but here’s a fresh one—McCoy at age 18,  

moments after his first winner, Legal Steps, at 

Thurles Racecourse in Tipperary, Ireland. The 

date of this race was 26 March 1992– that’s  

almost exactly 25 years ago—and he’s come an 

incredibly long way since. 

 

Now retired, Sir AP McCoy rode 31 Cheltenham 

Festival winners, as well as two Gold Cups and 

one famous Grand National success, among his 

big-race haul. 

 

McCoy was also crowned champion jumps 

jockey for 20 consecutive seasons. He set  

countless records during his riding career, most 

notably posting an incredible 289 winners in the 

2001-2 season - a feat which surpassed Sir 

Gordon Richards' long-standing record of 269 

victories.—tt 

More feature success for 

CTS graduates 
 

 

HIGHVELD based speedball, Champagne Haze  

surpassed R2 million in earnings when blasting home 

in the Grade 2 Senor Santa Stakes over 1160m. He has 

been tried over further, but the short cuts suit his instant 

acceleration best. 

 

Bred by Summerhill Stud and sold at CTS  

Johannesburg Ready To Run Sale in 2014 as Lot 41 for 

what, in hindsight, is turning into a bargain deal of 

R280 000, the son of Kahal is out of excellent mare, 

Vin Fizz. 

 

Trained by Gary Alexander, Champagne Haze has now 

won five times from 15 starts and looms a principal 

contender in upcoming feature sprints. 

 

*** 

 

Two very promising CTS graduates tussled in the 

Listed Turffontein Oaks Trial with Mike de Kock’s 

Belle Rose just staving off Wind Chill in an exciting 

struggle. Belle Rose (Golden Sword x Vin Fizz) had 

run nicely behind Smiling Blue Eyes in the Fillies 

Guineas at her last start and relished this test of stam-

ina.  

 

Bred at Summerhill Stud by their tremendous mare Vin 

Fizz and thus a half sister to Champagne Haze, she 

showed great resolve to ward off Wind Chill (Silvano x 

Windin The Willows) in a tight finish.  

 

The runner up put forth a game effort from a wide draw 

and this Maine Chance bred entry will try exact  

revenge in the Oaks itself. The winner came off the 

Johannesburg RTR Sale of 2015, sold as Lot 188 for 

R475 000 whilst Wind Chill was purchased for  

R400 000 at CPYS 2015. - tt. 

https://tellytrack.com/
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